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NEW QUESTION: 1
What kind of certificate is used to validate a user identity?
A. Root certificate
B. Public key certificate
C. Code signing certificate
D. Attribute certificate
Answer: B
Explanation:
In cryptography, a public key certificate (or identity
certificate) is an electronic document which incorporates a

digital signature to bind together a public key with an
identity - information such as the name of a person or an
organization, their address, and so forth. The certificate can
be used to verify that a public key belongs to an individual.
In a typical public key infrastructure (PKI) scheme, the
signature will be of a certificate authority (CA). In a web of
trust scheme, the signature is of either the user (a
self-signed certificate) or other users ("endorsements"). In
either case, the signatures on a certificate are attestations
by the certificate signer that the identity information and the
public key belong together.
In computer security, an authorization certificate (also known
as an attribute certificate) is a digital document that
describes a written permission from the issuer to use a service
or a resource that the issuer controls or has access to use.
The permission can be delegated.
Some people constantly confuse PKCs and ACs. An analogy may
make the distinction clear. A PKC can be considered to be like
a passport: it identifies the holder, tends to last for a long
time, and should not be trivial to obtain. An AC is more like
an entry visa: it is typically issued by a different authority
and does not last for as long a time. As acquiring an entry
visa typically requires presenting a passport, getting a visa
can be a simpler process.
A real life example of this can be found in the mobile software
deployments by large service providers and are typically
applied to platforms such as Microsoft Smartphone (and
related), Symbian OS, J2ME, and others.
In each of these systems a mobile communications service
provider may customize the mobile terminal client distribution
(ie. the mobile phone operating system or application
environment) to include one or more root certificates each
associated with a set of capabilities or permissions such as
"update firmware", "access address book", "use radio
interface", and the most basic one, "install and execute". When
a developer wishes to enable distribution and execution in one
of these controlled environments they must acquire a
certificate from an appropriate CA, typically a large
commercial CA, and in the process they usually have their
identity verified using out-of-band mechanisms such as a
combination of phone call, validation of their legal entity
through government and commercial databases, etc., similar to
the high assurance SSL certificate vetting process, though
often there are additional specific requirements imposed on
would-be developers/publishers.
Once the identity has been validated they are issued an
identity certificate they can use to sign their software;
generally the software signed by the developer or publisher's
identity
certificate is not distributed but rather it is submitted to
processor to possibly test or profile
the content before generating an authorization certificate
which is unique to the particular

software release. That certificate is then used with an
ephemeral asymmetric key-pair to
sign the software as the last step of preparation for
distribution. There are many
advantages to separating the identity and authorization
certificates especially relating to
risk mitigation of new content being accepted into the system
and key management as well
as recovery from errant software which can be used as attack
vectors.
References:
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NEW QUESTION: 2
Which three are RFC 5735 addresses? (Choose three.)
A. 192.80.90.0/24
B. 203.0.113.0/24
C. 0.0.0.0/8
D. 171.10.0.0/24
E. 172.16.0.0/12
F. 198.50.100.0/24
Answer: B,C,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
Match the data type to the type operations.
To answer, drag the appropriate data type to the correct type
operation. Each data type may be used once, more than once, or
not at all.
Select and Place:
Answer:
Explanation:
Section: (none)
Explanation/Reference:
References:
https://www.w3resource.com/python/python-data-type.php
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